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Preface

While sitting together as students in a graduate seminar at the Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) about 10 years ago, we
began to wonder how political scientists might improve on existing
measures of party ideology in European politics. Political texts, such
as election manifestos and parliamentary speeches, provide a tremen-
dous source of information on the position-taking strategies of politi-
cians. Parliaments meanwhile store their records in easily searchable
online databases, making content accessible to researchers for analy-
sis. Over the past decade, our musings on how to use these data have
led us down a variety of paths. Initially, we were most interested in
using political texts, such as party manifestos, to estimate ideology.
This interest resulted in the development of Wordfish, a text-scaling
approach we initially applied to party manifestos. As we turned our
attention to parliamentary speeches, however, we quickly realized that
our theoretical understanding of the language politicians use in speech
was far inferior to our theoretical understanding of other sources of
information regarding ideology, such as election manifestos and roll-
call vote records. Without stronger theoretical guidance as to what
speeches can tell us about ideology, we felt we could not make any
further headway in the field of ideal point estimation. Parliamentary
speech provides a wealth of information on policy stances, but to use
it effectively, we need to know more about the politics driving speech
itself. While digging deeper into the issue, we discovered that political
debate, as a subject of research, had received little attention from leg-
islative scholars. There has been little comparative theorizing to link
parliamentary debate to the role that parties play in political repre-
sentation, or how other institutions, such as electoral rules, may affect
these relationships. This book represents the culmination of our efforts
to provide such a theory and to explore these relationships.

Writing this book has been a multiyear project and we have ben-
efited from the feedback of many colleagues and friends along the

xiii
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xiv Preface

way. Several people have read complete versions of the manuscript,
including Thomas Bräuninger, Thomas Gschwend, Chris Kam, Orit
Kedar, Kira Killermann, Thomas König, James Lo, Will Lowe, and
Mike Thies. Others have read previous versions of individual chapters.
This list includes Eduardo Aleman, Tanya Bagashka, Ken Benoit, Serra
Boranbay, Simon Hix, Justin Kirkland, Ken Kollman, Michael Shackle-
ton, Elisabeth Schulte, Georg Vanberg, and Jonathan Woon. We have
presented results from this project at many institutions and confer-
ences over the years. We are grateful to seminar participants at Texas
A&M, Rice University, the University of Houston, Penn State, Trinity
College Dublin, Washington University in St. Louis, Essex Univer-
sity, Empirical Implications of Theoretical Models Europe, Deutsche
Vereinigung für Politische Wissenschaft Working Group on Behav-
ioral Decision Making, University of Mannheim, McGill University,
and Nuffield College at Oxford University. Kira Killermann, Linh
Nguyen, and Sander Ensink assisted with data collection, and Jann
Slapin, who has selflessly served as Jonathan’s editor since elemen-
tary school, assiduously proofread the final version. We also thank
John Haslam and Sarah Green, editors at Cambridge University Press,
whose encouragement facilitated the revision and ultimate comple-
tion of the manuscript. Lastly, we owe a debt of gratitude to George
Tsebelis, who served as our mentor and advisor while at UCLA. His
intellectual impact can be found throughout our work, and this book
is no exception.

We also thank several scholars for providing us with data and addi-
tional information about the cases under investigation. Jeff Karp, Jack
Vowles, and Chris Kam have provided us with candidate surveys,
and data on parliamentary voting and leadership positions in New
Zealand. The research librarians Ruth Graham and Tony Reed from
the New Zealand parliamentary information office graciously sent us
additional information about parliamentary practice in New Zealand,
as did David Bagnall (Senior Parliamentary Officer, Parliamentary
Relations and Policy Group Office, Clerk of the House of Representa-
tives). We thank Thomas Gschwend, Hermann Schmitt, Andreas Wüst,
and Thomas Zittel for sharing the German candidate survey data. We
also thank the many parliamentary party group representatives and
administrators who participated in our survey.

Sven-Oliver Proksch acknowledges funding from the European
Community’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007–2013)
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under grant agreement number 239268 (Marie Curie International
Reintegration Grant). We are also grateful to the Mannheim Centre
for European Social Research and the Research Center SFB 884 on the
Political Economy of Reforms for hosting a book manuscript work-
shop in June 2011. The University of Mannheim, McGill University,
Trinity College Dublin, and the University of Houston have supported
our research as we have undertaken this project. Portions of Chapters
1 and 5 were previously published as “Institutional Foundations of
Legislative Speech,” American Journal of Political Science 56(3): 520–
537 (2012), and Chapter 7 is based on results previously published as
“Look Who’s Talking: Parliamentary Debate in the European Union,”
European Union Politics 11(3): 333–357 (2010).

Lastly, we offer our gratitude to our very supportive families. Our
deepest thanks go to our wives, Rebecca and Aurelija, who tolerated
our many Skype conversations and graciously hosted us whenever
we visited each other in Mannheim, Dublin, Houston, or Montreal.
Our project and our lives would have been much less rich without
their intellectual support, love, and constant encouragement. And our
wonderful children, Liam, Benjamin, and Olivia, allowed us to sleep
and work most of the time, and kept us smiling when not engaged in
either of the previous activities.
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